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BACKGROUND
The BBC Trust’s responsibility is to ensure that licence fee payers get the best out of the
BBC. To ensure this happens, each BBC service has a service licence which details what is
expected of it as well as how it should deliver against the BBC’s public purposes. The BBC
Trust must review each service licence in depth once every five years, assessing in detail the
performance of the services as well as considering future improvements that reflect
audience needs.
At present, one of the BBC Trust’s primary areas of work is to undertake a detailed review of
BBC News and current affairs. The aim of this review is to understand the extent to which
BBC News and current affairs delivers against its public service objectives. (In this context,
the focus is primarily on daily network news and current affairs that is targeted at the UK
audience across TV, radio, online and mobile.)
In order to carry out this review, the Trust commissions research, undertakes a public
consultation and canvasses opinion via the Trust’s Audience Councils. All three elements will
feed into a published report. This document outlines the findings from the audience
research, a qualitative and quantitative study that was carried out by Sparkler between
October 2013 and January 2014.
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OBJECTIVES
The review of BBC News and current affairs was focused around four core objectives:
1. To assess the performance, quality and distinctiveness of BBC News and
current affairs output


How do audiences perceive BBC News and current affairs content in terms of
awareness, appeal and associations with content across all platforms (TV, Radio,
Online and mobile)?



To what extent do audiences believe BBC News and current affairs output is high
quality and distinctive?



What are the drivers of perceptions of quality and distinctiveness for BBC News and
current affairs? What role do specific attributes (e.g. range, tone, formats, depth,
accuracy, authority, trust) play?



Which types of content (specific programmes, formats, presentation styles,
approaches) do audiences appreciate most and which stand out above competitors?



Are there areas where audiences feel that quality falls below expected standards?

2. To explore and understand how audiences access news and current affairs
and consume different parts of the portfolio


Does BBC News provide an appropriate range and variety of stories (e.g. politics,
entertainment, arts, finance, sport, the economy)?



Is the BBC providing an effective or good balance of different types of news –
including in-depth analysis, longer-form investigative analysis and news which
scrutinises or is agenda setting?



What are the barriers to consumption of BBC News and current affairs output, and
for which groups are these most significant?

3. To assess how well BBC News and current affairs delivers the BBC’s core
public commitments with respect to ’Citizenship’; ’Nations, regions and
communities’ and ’Global’ purposes


To what extent does the full range of output deliver against these commitments?



Which specific programmes, format or sub-genres are seen to performing well or
lacking?



How important are each of the commitments overall and what are the audience’s
priorities from content within this?
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4. To assess and explore the future direction of BBC News and current affairs
within the changing competitive environment


From an audience perspective, what are the key challenges facing BBC News and
current affairs in the medium to long term?



How do audiences see the role of online/mobile/apps/social media etc. within the
broader BBC News and current affairs portfolio? What is the impact of these areas on
traditional linear output?



How does BBC News and current affairs output fare in the external online
environment – both in terms of the delivery mechanisms the BBC is using (e.g. apps,
mobile and social media) and in terms of the types and formats of content being
delivered (e.g. video, tweets, bitesize news and analysis)?



How do audiences access news through new digital media such as apps and social
media?

Integrated within each of these objectives was a detailed examination of how perceptions
and needs varied between different audience groups, most notably among potentially harder
to reach audiences who generally consume less news and current affairs from the BBC such
as younger audiences, lower socio-economic groups (C2DEs), ethnic minorities and
audiences in the regions of the UK.
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METHODOLOGY & SAMPLE
A number of key considerations informed the approach developed for the audience research.
Most notably, this included the need to:


Cover a broad range of output across platforms and channels, within BBC News and
current affairs, in a way that would provide both overarching and content specific
feedback.



Speak to a representative cross section of audiences, in terms of age, gender,
geography, socio-economic group and ethnicity, as well as levels of engagement with
news and current affairs generally, and with the BBC.



Build a rigorous framework of themes for the analysis and quantitative measurement
of findings across different output areas and audience groups.



Build on, rather than replicate, existing knowledge, providing sufficient focus on
emerging trends and challenges.

With these factors in mind a five stage iterative research process was developed. This began
with a ‘Scoping Workshop’ with key stakeholders, to share pre-existing knowledge and
proprietary data, and fine tune the agenda for the research in terms of scope, hypotheses
and key questions. This workshop was followed by an open ended ‘Voices from the Crowd’
quantitative survey with a broad mix of 100 respondents to provide a ‘snapshot’ of the news
and current affairs landscape and perceptions of the BBC within this.
This helped inform the themes to focus on within the subsequent qualitative phase of
fieldwork – ‘Getting under the Skin’ focus groups with a wide range of sub-groups across the
UK. Respondents were asked to complete a written pre-task, recording their news and
current affairs consumption, in order to sensitise them to the topics up for discussion, as
well as provide evidence into audience behaviours. Within the groups, engagement with,
and perceptions of, BBC News and current affairs content were explored in detail. This
included probing the role of the fuller range of BBC News and current affairs output in
driving perceptions, using a pre-prepared booklet detailing a comprehensive list of output as
stimulus for discussions.
Following this stage, ‘Service Exposure Assessment’ telephone depth interviews were held
with younger respondents who were identified as a key challenge in terms of engagement
with BBC News and current affairs. These respondents were tasked with watching / listening
to news and current affairs content from BBC Three, BBC Two and Radio 1 to which they
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had had little or no exposure to. The aim was to examine the extent to which this content
meets their needs with regard to news and current affairs.
Finally, armed with an iteratively developed ‘Checklist’ of themes, a ‘Quantifying our
Findings’ stage was conducted online to provide robust measurement of engagement,
perceptions and priorities amongst a nationally representative news and current affairs
audience.

Overview of the research methodology:

(Please see the Appendix for a detailed breakdown of the sample as well as structures of the discussion guide
and questionnaire we used for Stages 2-5)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Eight key overarching themes emerged from the research:
1. At a headline level BBC News and current affairs is positively received by
audiences


The BBC is seen as a highly trusted, expert and (in the main) impartial provider of
news and current affairs.



Over half of respondents included in the quantitative study state a BBC channel /
service as their preferred source of news and current affairs and the one that they
rely on most frequently.



News content on BBC One (TV) and Radio 2 and Radio 4 in particular is perceived
positively, and appears to be a key driver of quality across BBC News and current
affairs as a whole.



However, strong competition does exist, most notably from Channel 4 and Sky on TV
and newspaper providers online.

‘I think other providers do a great job but I have always preferred the BBC because I know
they are trustworthy’
(Female, 22, Heavy news and current affairs Consumer, Voices from the Crowd Survey)

‘I sometimes read a story elsewhere but I would never believe it is a fact unless it has been
run on BBC also’
(Female, 26, Heavy news and current affairs Consumer, Voices from the Crowd Survey)


This overall positivity was confirmed by the quantitative phase, with 76% agreeing or
strongly agreeing that they are satisfied with BBC News and current affairs (versus
just 8% feeling dissatisfied)1.



Additionally, BBC platforms emerge as first choice for news and current affairs for
the majority of audiences (Fig. 1).

1

Q22. And overall how satisfied would you say you are with news and current affairs from the BBC? Base: 1020
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Fig. 1

2. The BBC’s strength in news feels greater than in current affairs


While the news category is seen as highly competitive with many providers across
TV, online, radio and newspaper platforms, the BBC stands out as being synonymous
with the news within the UK.

‘The BBC is the news. That’s what you think of first when you think of them’
(25-39, Male, ABC1, Birmingham)


Within the category of current affairs, there are high expectations of the BBC to act
as an arbiter of the key issues and debates affecting the country.



While the BBC is respected and established in the sphere of current affairs, there is
strong competition from a number of providers who are seen to have distinct selling
points in this area; most notably Channel 4 and newspaper brands.

‘When it comes to documentaries I think Channel 4 has the edge’
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, London)
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3. Audiences have very clear expectations of BBC News and current affairs in
delivering its commitments relating to ‘Citizenship’, ‘Nations, regions and
communities’ and ‘Global’ purposes


Overall the BBC is perceived to be meeting its commitments across its news and
current affairs output.



Enabling ‘Citizenship’ in particular is seen as a strength of the BBC’s comprehensive
offer which, in the main, is seen to strike a good balance between impartiality and
inviting discussion and debate.



High expectations around ‘Citizenship’ are intrinsically linked to the BBC’s public
service remit. For many, delivering news and promoting ‘Citizenship’ are seen as
central to the BBC’s reason for being.



However, there is work to do to make issues more engaging for younger audiences
and ‘lighter’ news consumers, as well as meeting appetite for more global current
affairs output amongst ‘heavier’ news consumers.

4. BBC News and current affairs is highly appreciated for its breadth of topics
and for being accessible across all major platforms


There is a perception that the BBC will offer an unrivalled breadth of topic areas that
are available across all the major platforms (TV, radio, online and mobile). In
general, the quality of output is seen as consistently high across the board.



This drives high expectations that the service will have a broad appeal for a diverse
range of audiences.

‘They’ve got something for everybody’
(Male, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)

‘No-one else does as much as the BBC…. They have to because of the licence fee’
(Female, 25-29, C2DE, Glasgow)

‘The BBC provides the widest range of radio and TV channels all with news’
(Male, 40-59, ABC1, Newcastle)


Therefore, there is an expectation that BBC News and current affairs will cover a
broader range of topics than other providers. It is seen to deliver this with respect to
many central areas (e.g. politics, health, sport) but, for some, there was a feeling
that BBC News and current affairs perform less well with topics that are perceived to
be ‘lighter’.
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‘ITV are good for lighter news stories – as opposed to the BBC who seem to just do the hard
news’
(Female, 40-59, ABC1, Newcastle)


Quantitatively, BBC News and current affairs was rated favourably for ‘topic range’
by 76% of respondents.

5. Paradoxically, BBC News and current affairs tends to fall down in terms of
breadth of tone


While audiences appreciate the breadth of content provided by BBC News and
current affairs, on the whole there was a clear perception that output has one tone /
personality.



The BBC is generally characterised by a more formal delivery style which can lack
appeal to harder to reach audiences, notably the young and C2DE audiences.

6. Expectations of the BBC’s impartiality are high, however this can conflict with
audience’s desire for opinion


In general, audiences have high expectations of the BBC’s impartiality.



This creates requirements of BBC talent to be unbiased in their reporting and
analysis, as well as to cover a diversity of external viewpoints across content.



These requirements, in some instances, are in conflict with a growing appetite for
more thought-provoking and opinion led output, which appears to be especially
important to both ‘heavier’ and younger news and current affairs audiences.

7. Audiences are often unaware of the full range of news and current affairs
output that is offered by the BBC


Whilst levels of awareness varies by individuals, and different consumers are
engaging with different content and programming within the overall offer – when
shown a fuller list of BBC News and current affairs, audiences acknowledged there
was a greater diversity, both in terms of topics and tone, than they were aware of.



Within BBC Three in particular there appears to be an opportunity to capitalise on
existing programming to engage harder to reach audiences.

8. Beyond this, broader changes in the news landscape are bringing new
challenges
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In general, the BBC is recognised for using interesting forms of news visualisation.
However they are not seen to be leading the way in this area.



In addition, the social media sphere and mobile technology are redefining news
needs, creating appetite for more instantaneous, shareable and opinion led news
content. These are areas in which BBC News and current affairs is not seen currently
to be leading the way.
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OVERARCHING PERCEPTIONS OF BBC NEWS AND CURRENT
AFFAIRS ACROSS AUDIENCES
A number of clear differences emerged among different audiences. This section looks at the
overarching differences by age, SEG, region and platform engagement that emerged from
the research.
Differences by age
The appeal of BBC News and current affairs clearly increases with age


Amongst the 18-29 age range, lower engagement with BBC News and current affairs
across platforms emerged.



In part this reflects lower engagement with news and current affairs overall but also
notably higher preference for other providers vs. the BBC.



For the 30-49 age range, the relationship with BBC News and current affairs output
proved relatively strong, albeit with strong competition across platforms, especially
online.



For those aged over 50, audience loyalty and engrained habitual consumption of BBC
News and current affairs output is steadfast. This was particularly true of BBC output
on linear platforms.

Fig. 2.1
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Differences by socio-economic group
Engagement is also lower among C2DEs and lighter news audiences


While the majority of audiences appreciate the core news service provided by the
BBC, what is seen by some as an overly ‘serious’ approach can be a barrier for
C2DEs and ‘lighter’ (often female) consumers, for example:

The BBC has good coverage but not in an exciting manner and lacks impact
(Male, 18-24, C2DE, Newcastle)

The BBC is sometimes too formal and presenters are unengaging. It’s drab and outdated
(Female, C2DE, 25-39 Birmingham)

BBC is the most trusted programme but aimed mostly at the older audience with dull
presenters and sets
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)

BBC is more formal that ITV. ITV are formal enough but not too stuffy
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Glasgow)


While overall share of consumption of news and current affairs is lower for these
groups, they still want to engage with the genre.



Crucially they are looking for content that feels more relevant to them, with more
informal formats / treatments that are currently perceived to not be sufficiently
provided by the BBC.

Fig. 2.2
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Regional considerations
While regional issues do exist, differences are not pronounced


In spontaneous discussions in the focus groups, perceptions of bias towards England
and London within BBC News and current affairs were not evident.



In part this was due to BBC regional news services working to meet local news
needs, as well as relatively high visibility of ‘local’ talent within national news
services.

The fact that you have Huw Edwards, that makes a difference
(Female, 40-55, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)

The BBC does local news better than anyone else
(Male, 18-24, C2DE, Newcastle)


Additionally, for some, there was a sense that more of the big stories naturally
gravitated towards the South East.

To some extent you just expect more stories from down south. That’s where
government are
(40-55, ABC1, Newcastle)


When comparing the nations and regions from the quantitative research, Wales
appear to be the most satisfied with the BBC’s output, with Northern Ireland2 lagging
behind the rest.

2

There was a low response rate from Northern Ireland in the quantitative survey: 31 responses (3% of the total
sample). This should be borne in mind throughout when observing patterns of response from the quantitative
survey in the context of geographical differences, specifically Northern Ireland.
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Fig. 2.3

However, there was an appetite for the news to focus more on everyday issues


Across all audiences, but particularly C2DE audiences, there were calls for the BBC to
focus on more stories from ‘everyday’ perspectives, of people across the UK, with
35% agreeing that BBC News and current affairs ‘does not focus on enough issues
that affect everyday people’. This rose to 50% among non-white respondents.



Generally, this was voiced in the regions of England, but came through most strongly
among respondents in the South East of England.



Quantitatively, 39% agree that BBC News and current affairs content focusses too
much on Westminster, and this rises to 62% for Scotland and 58% for N. Ireland3.

Differences by platform users
BBC News and current affairs is seen to perform better on TV and Radio than
Online and Mobile in terms of ‘quality’, ‘relevance’ and ‘keeping me informed’


BBC News and current affairs reputation and range of output on TV and radio is seen
as unparalleled, and this is reflected by more positive perceptions among users of
these services.

3

*Q21.Thinking more generally about News and current affairs from the BBC, to what extent do you agree or
disagree with the following statements: (a) I feel BBC News & current affairs content focusses too much on
Westminster. (b) I feel BBC News & current affairs does not focus enough on the issues that affect everyday
people. BASE: 1020 (All)
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In contrast, while both the BBC News website and mobile app in particular have a
strong presence, overall, the online space is seen to have more providers, so the
BBC is seen as one of many providers.



The BBC is not seen to be doing quite so well at meeting audience needs when
looking at quality in this space (see section on Future Facing Themes and Challenges
for further details).



While quantitative findings supported the view that BBC News and current affairs is
viewed more positively on TV than Online, as displayed in the chart below (Fig. 2.4),
quantitatively Online performed better for quality than BBC Radio.

Fig. 2.4
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QUALITY AND DISTINCTIVENSS OF BBC NEWS AND CURRENT
AFFAIRS
In order to assess how BBC News and current affairs are performing in terms of quality and
distinctiveness, a checklist of attributes was developed to structure questioning and
subsequent analysis throughout the research. We grouped these into the following themes:
1. Trust, accuracy and impartiality4
2. Topic range, including:
a) Covering stories and issues that other channels / news providers
would not
b) Covering lesser known stories (current affairs only)
3. Tone – telling the news in a way that feels right for audiences
4. Reporters: expertise and engagement
5. Being first for breaking news (focusing on news only)
6. Asking tough and challenging questions
7. Leading for investigative journalism
8. Relevance
Additional areas covered in the quantitative5 survey:
i.

Offering a fresh perspective on news / stories

ii.

Covering stories in depth (current affairs only)

Headline findings
Findings reveal that BBC News and current affairs are performing favourably against the
majority of the quality and distinctiveness attributes outlined above.
The more positive perceptions of BBC News compared to BBC Current Affairs came through
in the research, as did more positive perceptions among users of ‘core’ linear services such
as BBC One, BBC Two, Radio 2 and Radio 4 vs. BBC Three and online in particular.

4

Please note: trust, accuracy and impartiality were not covered in the quantitative survey.
These themes were not covered in depth at the qualitative phase. As such the key quantitative findings have
been included in the table below but not detailed further in this report. Please see the Appendix for a fuller
breakdown of quantitative analysis of this theme.
5
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BBC News and current affairs is seen to perform best at providing comprehensive coverage
of key topics that matter to audiences, in depth and with unparalleled levels of expertise.
However, in the qualitative stage, tonal issues emerged as a key challenge to broadening
appeal to younger audiences, C2DEs and ‘lighter’ news consumers. These audiences in
particular felt the BBC tended to be too formal, didactic and risk averse in its approach.

‘The BBC news bulletins are very formal and I think it’s just as formal when you go on the
website too’
(Female, 25-39, ABC1, Birmingham)
BBC News and current affairs also performed solidly for breaking news, production values,
investigative journalism, and for being challenging. This reflects its key role in these areas
but with strong competition from Sky, Channel 4 and Newspapers in particular.
It was in the area of surprising audiences with lesser known perspectives and content where
the BBC scored relatively less well. The qualitative findings suggest this links to an appetite
for a broader news agenda amongst audiences, most notably shifting focus from
Westminster to ‘everyday’ perspectives in the UK and lesser known global stories.
Fig. 3.1

The following section of the report looks in detail at feedback from audiences relating to
each of the quality and distinctiveness themes outlined at the beginning of this section.
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1. Trust, accuracy and impartiality
We examined the extent to which BBC News and current affairs is perceived as a trusted
news and current affairs provider, whose output is viewed as accurate and impartial.
At a headline level the BBC benefits from unparalleled levels of trust


We found that trust is a top of mind association for BBC News and current affairs
among all audiences. It is described by many as the ‘official’ news provider, standing
above competitor providers as an arbiter of truth.

‘I visit quite a lot of different news providers on the internet, but when I see a breaking
news story I’ll always check to see if it’s on the BBC website to verify it.’
(Female, 25-39, ABC1, Belfast)


The high levels of trust appear to stem from the BBC’s long standing reputation and
is a positive effect of being perceived as a formal news broadcaster.

BBC News and current affairs is seen by most to be ‘best in class’ for impartiality


Particularly for audiences over 40 years old, the BBC is seen as best for impartiality.
This is seen as directly linked to its public service foundations versus commercial
organisations.



Two different content types within programmes are seen as especially important to
delivering this:
-

New bulletins - telling it straight

-

Debate / discussion formats - inviting a breadth of opinion

‘The presenters don’t have an agenda’
(Male, 60+, ABC1, London)

‘The [BBC] news is free of controversy’
(Female, 40-59, ABC1, Newcastle)

‘You just can’t beat Question Time for providing an open panel for all viewpoints’
(Male, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)


On probing, audiences are comfortable with the BBC performing this dual role.
However opinion is divided on the extent to which presenters should provide their
own point of view. There are audiences who look to the BBC to provide accurate and
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impartial news and believe this could be compromised by opinion. However there is a
call from other audiences to include more points of view from presenters themselves,
offering alternative viewpoints on subjects.
Although there was some criticism around political bias most said that there was
a balance of viewpoints


A clear consensus did not emerge on the service as a whole and the majority of
respondents felt that overall the BBC achieved a reasonable balance of viewpoints.



However, a minority of respondents felt there was either left or right wing bias
across BBC News and current affairs.
‘Unfortunately the BBC have a tendency to lean left’
(Male, 60+, Voices from the Crowd Survey)

‘They tend to side with the Tories’
(Female, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)
The strongest criticism related to the BBC taking the side of authority


The most common critique of BBC News and current affairs in the context of trust,
accuracy and impartiality was that it was perceived to feel like ‘part of’ the authority
and was somehow afraid of challenging institutions and figures in authority.



This criticism was not related to left versus right wing skew per se, as many
expected the same BBC approach regardless of which party was in power.



This sentiment was most highly evident among younger audiences and, for some,
was a driver to alienation from the BBC.

‘When the riots were on you could tell whose side they [the BBC] were on… demonising
young people’
(18-24, ABC1, London)

‘You feel like the BBC has to say good things about the economy [coming out of
recession]’
(18-24, C2DE, Newcastle)

‘When the strikes were on it all felt really one sided’
(40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)
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‘They’d never stand up against the government on Iraq or Afghanistan’
(18-24, ABC1, London)
However, BBC controversy was generally seen in isolation


Only a minority of spontaneous discussions mentioned high profile controversies for
the BBC, such as the Jimmy Savile, Lord McAlpine and executive pay affairs, in the
context of overall trust, impartiality and the wider capabilities of the BBC.



For some, there was a sense that the BBC was better at being accountable in
comparison to other commercial organisations with more apparent ‘ulterior motives’.

‘Sadly the BBC isn’t alone with being embroiled in scandal… but at least they have to report
it’
(Male, 40-59, ABC1, Glasgow)

‘The BBC was tainted by the Savile stuff but overall I still trust that they can deliver the
News’
(Male, 40-59, ABC1, Newcastle)


While some audiences spoke negatively around how the Savile case was initially
handled and about value for money concerns around high executive pay, overall it
appears these issues have been judged in isolation and have not had a major impact
on the BBC overall.

2. Topic range
Topic range looked to assess the range and breadth of topics and genres of BBC News and
current affairs.
Looking at the findings from the quantitative survey, BBC News and current affairs is seen to
perform well in this area. Consistent differences among certain audiences appear, namely
age and socio economic group (SEG), but generally the BBC is seen to cover a solid range of
topic areas.
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Fig. 3.2

In the round, the BBC is seen to deliver a strong mix of subject areas


The BBC is felt to be especially well known for coverage of ‘hard’ political topics and
debates but is also well established in terms of covering social issues, world news,
health, science, technology, sport and weather.



Strong programme brands play a role in driving these associations, most notably
Panorama, Question Time and the BBC One bulletins which are felt to lead on hard
political stories but also cover many of the aforementioned topic areas. Some
younger and lighter news audiences did cite a lack of entertainment and celebrity
driven content as a barrier to their engagement with the brand (except on BBC
Three). Overall audiences agreed more could be done to cover arts, but anything
salacious or unconventional was felt a step too far for the BBC.

Overall audiences felt the BBC could work harder to cover stories and issues that
other channels and news providers would not


Less than half of respondents (48%) scored BBC News and current affairs as
‘favourable’ at covering stories and issues that others would not.



While audiences did appreciate the overall range of coverage on the BBC, for
‘heavier’ consumers there were some areas where the BBC was felt to be lacking,
most notably coverage of more ‘edgy’ subject matter as well as reports uncovering
the lives of people in lesser known parts of the world.



The Guardian and Channel 4 stood out as exemplary in this respect, being seen to
provide more coverage of minority voices from smaller and often more deprived
parts of both the UK and countries abroad.

‘Channel 4 have more reports at the end of the news about things going on in
a corner of Africa or a scandal there.’
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, London)
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‘The Guardian has a more global focus.’
(Male, 25-39, C2DE, Birmingham)

3. Tone
This looked to explore the extent to which BBC News and current affairs is felt to have the
right tone across platforms as well as providing a breadth of tones that different audiences
can relate to.
In the quantitative phase tone scored highly for favourability, however qualitative
exploration allowed us to delve deeper into the idea of breadth of tone, which is where BBC
was felt to be slightly weaker – an area more difficult to test quantitatively.
Fig. 3.3

Some audiences have a higher expectation for a broader breadth of tone


Prevailing perceptions of the BBC’s style of delivery of news and current affairs are
that it is quite uniform and consistently described as too straight, serious and risk
averse.

‘BBC is drab and outdated. It is sometimes too formal and the presenters are boring’
(Male, 25-39, ABC1, Birmingham)
‘The BBC is sometimes too formal and the presenters are unengaging’
(Female, 18-24, C2DE, Belfast)


For many, the tone is personified by an older, middle class and often male persona;
although on probing, audiences did appreciate the reality of talent that was more
diverse than this.



These perceptions are routed in a relatively narrow range of output on BBC1 and
BBC2 - such as Panorama, BBC One News bulletins, BBC Breakfast, Question Time
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and bbc.co.uk/news, rather than the full range of news and current affairs available
across the BBC.
For some, there was a feeling that the service can also feel too ‘top down’


Audiences suggested that the BBC’s treatment of stories and the way it spoke to
viewers was overly didactic or ‘top down’.



This was particularly true of younger and C2DE audiences, who expressed an interest
in consuming news and current affairs from an alternative angle or perspective. (e.g.
Dispatches on Channel 4 was seen as providing a more up close and personal style.)



Most notably, the BBC was perceived to focus too much on the perspectives of
politicians and official institutions in setting the news agenda and contributing to
debates. There was appetite for more ‘everyday’ or alternative voices to be included.



When looking at financial issues, there was appetite to not just report implications
for the economy at large and big business, but also have greater emphasis on what
this means for peoples’ own finances and jobs.

‘They [the BBC] have that Money Box programme that is great. But beyond that
they don’t do enough to talk about what it all means for us on a day to day level’
(Male, ABC1, 40-55, Newcastle)


Many young respondents called for a shift away from ‘outside’ coverage of a problem
generation. They suggested that using young talent could provide a more empathetic
and positive approach – something which Channel 4 was seen to achieve.

‘Channel 4 have [sic] younger presenters. It feels like the presenters understand what’s
really going on on the ground’
(Female, 18-24, C2DE, Belfast)
That said, there were notable exceptions in delivering breadth of tone


The tone of content and presenters on Radio 2, Radio 5 live and BBC3 emerged as
more successful in countering the perceptions of a ‘BBC stereotype’.



This appealed because they were seen to be more quirky, informal, controversial and
conversational. They were felt to communicate a younger and more diverse
personality.
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However, much of this content sits outside the core channels that audiences are
accessing on a regular basis. As such, it risks being overlooked, and the credit
doesn’t always go back to the BBC.

Certain other providers were felt to be more successful at meeting certain
audiences’ needs


Channel 4 in particular stood out for its tonal pitch, especially within current affairs
and among younger and ‘heavy’ news and current affairs consumers.
-

Respondents cited Dispatches and ‘real life’ documentaries as feeling more
relatable and accessible.

-

It was seen to deliver on showing content with different perspectives, and
also on being more challenging and risky.



ITV’s Tonight programme was seen to deliver a more human angle, while factual
entertainment on ITV2 felt more eye-opening and light-hearted. This had appeal
with younger, ‘lighter’ and often female audiences.



There was also a strong appreciation of a more straight talking, confrontational and
explosive style on radio stations such as LBC and Talksport.

Online, many other providers are felt to offer more personality and
entertainment


Audiences more often identified with and felt a deeper relationship with other online
providers, who they felt reflected their personal interests and provided more ‘colour’
when compared with the BBC’s more formal and impartial offer.



A clear distinction emerged between the BBC and other providers, as the BBC was
seen as best for:
-

The facts or ‘hard’ news that is told straight.

-

Breaking news and updates (plus an educational / research role for the BBC).



It was felt that these attributes engendered a more functional relationship online.



In contrast the newspaper providers online (e.g. Guardian, Times, Mail) plus many
other online brands (such as Facebook, Huffington Post and Twitter) were seen as
being good for:
-

More editorial and opinion content.

-

A variety of ‘light’ and ‘hard’ news stories as well as tone.

-

Being truly conversational and inviting exploration.
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4. Talent – expertise and engagement
In order to assess perceptions of the talent we explored the extent to which BBC News and
current affairs is seen to have expert as well as engaging reporters.
When comparing the quantitative findings, perceptions of the BBC having expert reporters
came out higher overall than perceptions of having engaging reporters – a theme which also
emerged throughout the qualitative stages.
Fig. 3.4

Fig. 3.5

The expertise of BBC talent is seen as exemplary


There was clear consensus that the BBC is felt to be ‘best in class’ for the knowledge
and professional standards of its presenters and journalists.

‘They just get to the heart of the matter’
(Female, 60+, ABC1, London)

‘They set the standards’
(Male, 60+, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)
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These standards were seen to cut across different channels and platforms. In
particular, talent on BBC One and Two is clearly seen as exemplary with frequent
references made to many established presenters and news readers.

From what we saw, fresh talent has a key role to play in delivering tonal diversity


At present, the perception of the ‘core’ talent pool is perceived to mirror the more
straight and serious tonal values associated with the BBC overall.



While the BBC is credited as making good progress in terms of gender and ethnic
diversity, there is still an underlying perception that they have the same tone.



Although a small number of individuals are cutting through with greater tonal
diversity, particularly on BBC Three, audiences wanted to see more new talent
coming ‘up the ranks’, and not just on the smaller BBC channels.

Presenters are a key driver of high levels of trust in BBC News and current affairs


Perceptions of BBC News and current affairs for trust and accuracy are a key driver
of positive quality and distinctiveness overall.



Presenters and reporters are a key driver of this trust, alongside the unique heritage
and public service status of the BBC.

‘I often won’t believe a story unless I’ve seen it on BBC’
(Male, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)

‘You trust the news presenters to provide a robust, unbiased account’
(Female, 40-59, C2DE, Birmingham)


News bulletins on BBC One in particular are pivotal to driving positive perceptions
and have a positive halo impact on perceptions of news and current affairs output
more generally as robust, reliable, balanced, non-salacious and accountable.



For many, this results in the BBC being seen as the ‘go-to’ provider for the ‘official’
news.

The BBC’s wide network of reporters bolsters quality associations


When a big story breaks, audiences expect the BBC to be there - across different
parts of the UK and globally.



The BBC’s network of reporters, perceived as ‘trained to the BBC benchmark’, are
seen as a key asset in delivering on accuracy, impartiality and expertise.
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‘The BBC are trusted across the world’
(Male, 40-59, ABC1, Newcastle)

‘When the cyclone hit, I went straight to the BBC… you knew they would be there’
(Male, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)

‘It’s not second hand news like in some of the papers’
(Male, 60+, ABC1, London)

‘They are equally good for local, national and foreign stories’
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Glasgow)

5. First for breaking news
While the BBC is seen to provide an up to date news and current affairs service, we wanted
to explore whether they are seen as a provider that is first for breaking news stories.
Fig. 3.6

There is a perception that the BBC’s accuracy can sometimes come at the
expense of speed


The need to verify stories means that the BBC is not necessarily seen as the very
first for breaking news.



Other providers have been more effective in ‘owning’ the breaking news category,
for example:
-

Sky is perceived to get reporters out on the ground first. Its signposting of
‘breaking news’ content and use of a running ticker tracking stories is seen to
communicate immediacy.
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Twitter is appreciated for its role as an intrinsically more instantaneous social media
platform, at the ‘fingertips’ of many. It may not always be seen as accurate, but it is
seen as being effective in driving ‘conversational currency’.



However, views do vary by audience, with younger / tech-savvy audiences
presenting a clearer need for ‘immediacy’, with older audiences a need for more
content with the BBC’s focus on quality.

6. Asking tough and challenging questions
Younger participants in stage 2, the “Voices from the Crowd” survey felt that the BBC was
not always asking challenging or tough questions. We felt this was an important issue to
explore in the qualitative groups and the quantitative survey.
Looking at the quantitative findings, favourability amongst 18-34s is considerably lower than
those aged 35 and over.
Fig. 3.7

There were mixed opinions as to whether the BBC is truly challenging


The BBC was widely perceived to have a core of stalwart presenters with strong
questioning styles, with BBC One, BBC Two panel programmes, Radio 2 and Radio 4
seen as exemplary in this field.



This content tended to have more appeal with older and ABC1 audiences.

‘They are the only ones who do the big debate programmes like Question Time’
(Female, 40-59, ABC1, Glasgow)


However there was a clear appetite for the BBC to push harder for the answers,
particularly in dealing with politicians. Channel 4 and individual newspaper journalists
were seen to have greater strength in this area.
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‘They [BBC] ask the question but somehow the politicians wriggle out of it’
(Male, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)

‘They (Channel 4 news presenters) don’t just ask. They keep asking until they get an
answer’
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)


Additionally, younger audiences talked about current affairs and documentaries from
other providers, such as Channel 4’s Dispatches, seeking to take on subject areas
that the BBC might not and were felt to cover more controversial topics and ask
more challenging questions.

7. Leading for investigative journalism
The “Voices from the Crowd” survey highlighted the importance of investigative journalism
within news and current affairs. Therefore we chose to test it through the other stages of
the research.
Fig. 3.8

Views on the BBC’s questioning style were mirrored by those relating to the
BBC’s reputation for investigative journalism


Overall BBC News and current affairs was seen as solid and dependable for
investigative journalism.



However perceptions tended to be driven by a narrow repertoire of flagship
programming, most notably:
-

Newsnight is well known and respected, but felt to be lacking diversity of topic
and tone, creating a relatively niche appeal.
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‘They cover lots but it can be a bit dry’
(Female, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend, Wales)
-

Panorama is seen to be at its best when it is covering stories of everyday
relevance to people’s lives or interests e.g. fuel bills, housing, FA scandals, but it
was felt to be not always the first off the mark to uncover new stories.

‘They report on big stories but I think other people break them first’’
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)


Both formats are not felt to be working hard enough to reach a broader audience
beyond older and ABC1 audiences due to perceptions of a south-east focus, a
serious/older tone and scheduling issues.

‘The topics I’ve seen on Panorama seem to be London focussed, the subjects are not very
relevant to what I’m interested in’
(Female, 25-39, ABC1, Birmingham)
There was a sense that the BBC was losing its edge for investigative journalism
within current affairs


Among more engaged current affairs audiences, investigative journalism emerged as
a key differentiating factor in perceptions of providers.



Channel 4 emerged as leading the way for pioneering content versus the BBC.



Qualitatively, Channel 4 was perceived to ‘own’ the genre of investigative journalism,
with more top of mind programme brands such as Dispatches, Unreported World,
Educating Yorkshire, 24 Hours in A&E and Bodyshock cited across the research
sessions.



These were seen to deliver a wider repertoire of topics, notably beyond politics, and
associated with greater risk taking, covering topics that other providers might not,
and uncovering lesser known stories.



There was also positive response for The Guardian’s uncovering of security concerns
by the whistle-blower Edward Snowden among heavy news consumers.



ITV’s Tonight has appeal among female and C2DE audiences for its focus on
everyday stories of relevance.



In addition there appeared to be a growing role played by Twitter in this space, as a
powerful and innovative vehicle for debate and free speech.
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8. Relevance
Quantitatively relevance was one the three main measures in which we assessed news and
current affairs providers, alongside ‘quality’ and ‘keeping me informed’.
The overall favourability is high for relevance when looking at the quantitative findings, with
differences between younger and older audiences as well as between ABC1s and C2DEs.
Fig. 3.9

The audience has high expectations for BBC News and current affairs to be
relevant


Due to its unparalleled breadth of channels, platforms and programmes, as well as
its public service remit, audiences have high expectations of the BBC to deliver news
and current affairs which is relevant to a diverse audience.



At a headline level it is seen to succeed in this, most notably with news bulletins
which are seen as very comprehensive in appeal, as well as tweaked for different
audiences by channel.

‘I’ve seen the 60 second news on BBC Three before. I like that there’s more showbiz and
entertainments news mixed in with the top stories. Plus it’s on only on for a minute!’
(Male, 25-39, C2DE, Glasgow)
However there is still work to be done with regard to being relevant to harder to
reach audiences


Among younger and C2DE audiences and ‘lighter’ news consumers in particular;
there was a notable drop in perceived relevance of BBC output. This was especially
true with respect to current affairs, where other providers were seen to offer more
salient output.
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Content that could help improve perceptions of relevance suffers from awareness
/ image issues


From what we saw, a smaller group of audiences are engaging with the wider BBC
current affairs output and highly value the mix of topics and tonal styles provided
here.



However, for the majority, limited awareness plus misunderstanding of content
creates barriers to viewing.



This was most marked for three services:
-

Radio 4 content emerged as being very well known and loved among existing
listeners of news and current affairs. However there were clear brand image
issues, particularly among younger audiences but also for older
demographics, with the station being described as too formal. That said,
feedback on actual content was very positive, and listeners felt the station
worked really well to deliver current affairs on lesser known topics and from
further afield

-

For many, BBC Three was most commonly associated with comedy, not
current affairs. Only among heavy viewers of the channel did presenters such
as Stacey Dooley and the factual entertainment reputation cut through. From
what we saw, the distinctiveness of the channel can be a double-edged
sword as credit does not always go back to the BBC.

-

There proved to be low awareness of current affairs content on BBC Two with
audiences struggling to cite any key/flagship programmes on the channel.
Content that audiences were aware of also suffered from image issues and is
assumed to be targeted at serious / older / ABC1 audiences.



Indeed, on viewing or discussing this content, reactions were generally positive –
suggesting that there may be an opportunity for the BBC to leverage its existing
assets to improve relevance and reach.
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PERFORMANCE OF BBC NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS AGAINST THE
BBC’S PUBLIC PURPOSES
One of the primary objectives of the research was to understand how BBC News and current
affairs performs in delivering the public purposes. This section of the report looks at the
public purposes relevant to news and current affairs, namely ‘Citizenship’, ‘Nations, regions
& communities’ and ‘Global’.
In the qualitative research, each purpose was described in consumer friendly language to
facilitate discussion. As follows:
Citizenship


Provides high-quality news, which is comprehensive, constantly updated, accurate,
impartial and independent. Keeps you informed and supports debate about
important issues and political developments in an engaging way.

Nations, regions and communities


Reflects the communities that exist in the UK, whether they be based on geography,
on faith, on language, or on a shared interest such as sport. Stimulates debate
within and between the communities of the UK and encourages people to get
involved with their local communities.

Global


Provides internationally-respected news services to audiences around the world and
keeps you in touch with what is going on in the world, giving you an insight into the
way people live in other countries.

For the quantitative stage, we further split the purposes into separate statements6.
Respondents were asked to rate BBC News and current affairs against each of the
statements in terms of their performance and importance, on a 10-point scale.
Headline findings
These three purposes are seen as fundamental to BBC News and current affairs. The BBC’s
unique public service remit, licence fee model and unrivalled reach create very clear
6

The full list of statements is in the appendix.
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expectations with respect to the Citizenship, Nations, regions and communities and Global
purposes. Furthermore, for many, the BBC is seen to meet these purposes to a greater
extent than any other provider. Citizenship in particular is seen as the most important
bedrock of BBC News and current affairs reason for being.

‘Citizenship… that’s what BBC News is all about, what you pay your licence fee for’
(Male, 40-59, C2DE, Bridgend)
Additionally, the two more geographical purposes (‘Global’ and ‘Nations, regions and
communities’) were felt to provide more of a supporting role in realising this reason for
being, but from different perspectives.

‘You expect the BBC to cover the world and to cover things within our country. By doing
that, they help people understand the issues’
(Female, 18-24, C2DE, Newcastle)
While the quantitative research very much confirmed the qualitative findings, it also brought
to the fore a slight disparity between performance and perceived importance of components
of the purposes (as importance was higher than performance), most notably within ‘Nations,
regions & communities’ and ‘Citizenship’.
At an overall level, this suggests there are areas where the BBC is not meeting expectations
– where perceived importance scores exceed perceived performance scores, it is assumed
that there is a performance gap, which could be interpreted as ‘room for improvement’. (See
Fig 4 below)
Fig. 4
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Additionally, much like the qualitative research, there are clear differences by audience
groups across all the purposes – 18-24s, C2Des, those living outside of London and ethnic
minorities.

1. Citizenship
Overall BBC is leading the way in terms of being comprehensive and trusted


A wide agenda of topics and breadth of channel outputs are seen as playing a
positive role on Citizenship with the BBC seen as providing more news and analysis
to more audiences than anyone else.



The reputation of BBC journalists for professionalism and straight storytelling style
helps bolster accuracy and quality associations resulting in the service being seen as
a reliable provider of accurate news vs. commercial / political biases that can be
associated with other providers. BBC scored an average of 7.4/10 for providing
expert analysis.



However, as we have seen, there was some criticism around the BBC reflecting the
government’s stance and opinion, especially among younger audiences. Additionally
some individual content was seen as having left or right wing bias.



Some other providers were seen to have the edge for some elements of innovation,
most notably Sky and Twitter for breaking news and Sky, The Guardian and New
York Times for use of graphics and online platforms.

‘The Guardian online often have interesting infographics to look at’
(Male, 18-24, ABC1, Belfast)


A theme emerged among some that with its unparalleled breadth, building the BBC’s
reputation for innovation in news and current affairs could be challenging.

‘I don’t see them [BBC] as leading the way for innovation. They’re more about providing
reliable, straightforward news – not being the most innovative’
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)
BBC News and current affairs is also seen to do more than anyone else in
facilitating debate


Overall the BBC is top of mind for more debate and discussion programmes than any
other provider. BBC News and current affairs scored an average of 7/10 for providing
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programme formats that make debates feel engaging and relevant. Question Time,
The Andrew Marr Show, Newsnight, Radio 2 and Radio 5 live were consistently
mentioned as examples where debate is encouraged and facilitated.

‘BBC does debate shows well, I also watch Question Time’
(Male, 25-39, ABC1, Birmingham)


However, many acknowledged a more formal tone and older look to this output,
which generally struggles to resonate with younger / C2DE audiences. As we have
seen, Free Speech on BBC Three was felt to have the right tone for a younger
audience but was not seen to hit the mark with most in its delivery of content.

There is a challenge in engaging harder to reach audiences in elements of the
Citizenship purpose


BBC Three Bulletins and Newsbeat are credited for making the headline stories and
debates accessible to young and ‘lighter’ news consumers but there is a clear gap in
forging a deeper understanding and gaining participation from this audience.



For many harder to reach audiences, the formal tone of discussion programmes
struggles to resonate with them and content that does exist that is more tailored to
them is either known by few or poorly received upon consumption.



Feedback was compounded by a broader disenfranchisement from ‘official’ politics
among many younger and C2DE audiences. Furthermore, online alternatives are
increasingly seen to better tap into the appetite for more colourful, controversial and
instantaneous opinion sharing. Only around a third (36%) of 18-24s felt that the BBC
provides online content in ways that make debates feel engaging and relevant.



Younger and C2DE audiences spoke of wanting content tailored for them, from fresh
perspectives, which focus on topics of relevance to them. For most, this was
something which the more informal and pioneering style of Channel 4 was seen to
offer.

‘Channel 4 documentaries like Dispatches are just a bit edgier and more compelling, that’s
what I prefer’
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, Belfast)

‘I use BuzzFeed occasionally; I find the stories more interesting than on the BBC. It
[BuzzFeed] seems to be targeting young people.
(Male, 18-24, C2DE, Newcastle)
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2. Nations, Regions and Communities
Generally speaking, reasonable coverage of news and current affairs is given to
the nations and regions


Audiences struggled to assess this purpose without referring to regional BBC output
which in effect meets the purpose. Overall, regional BBC News content was
perceived to be a market leader in terms of quality, breadth and availability across
platforms.



In terms of national output, for most, the mix of stories was felt to be a fair
reflection of what matters most to the country and reflects the natural socioeconomic / population distribution of the country – scoring 7.1/10 for covering
stories that matter across the UK.



However, there was agreement among some C2DE audiences that everyday regional
events deserve more attention, as opposed to Westminster politics.



Some regions of England (Newcastle in particular in the qualitative groups) cited the
need for greater focus on local stories, perhaps reflecting limited dedicated BBC
content for them much as they have in Wales and Scotland.



Some presenters were credited with providing ‘regional voices’ to news and appear
to be important to brand affinity. However there was a sense that more could be
done to engender further diversity, not necessarily on geography but for some of the
wider BBC ‘stereotypes’ we have seen. Having a diverse range of presenters and
correspondents that reflect the makeup of the country averaged 7.2/10.



It is worth noting that availability of local regional and national content has a direct
bearing on expectations of national content. However audiences do expect the mix of
presenters to reflect the country as a whole.

‘The BBC does have presenters and journalists from all over the UK’
(Female, 40-59, C2DE, Wales)

There was a mixed response to the level of content needed that is dedicated to
other communities


Inviting religious leaders to speak on panel programmes was seen as positive for
citizenship and is felt to be best achieved by BBC One and Radio 4 content,
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specifically Question Time, Thought for the Day, Moral Maze and The Andrew Marr
Show.


There was also acknowledgement that seeing more ‘everyday’ perspectives makes
content more relatable and accessible.



However, there was a perception among a minority that the BBC offers few
dedicated shows beyond Christian events and negative reports on Islamic extremism.



Furthermore, there was an interest in the BBC showcasing positive contributions of
people of faith. It was felt that other providers generally offer more in this area (e.g.
Channel 4’s Britain’s Niqab season).



For most, there was a limited expectation that the BBC would have dedicated
content for interest areas, such as language, unless reflecting events of topical
significance. This was felt to have been achieved by Channel 4 through its ‘seasons’
and programming e.g. Body Shock, Sex Box, India season.

‘They don’t need to be doing this stuff all the time, just when the timing fits with events
going on’
(Male, 40-59, ABC1, Newcastle)


Additionally, respondents spoke of diverse online brands being a much more natural
fit for niche interests.

‘I don’t really expect BBC news to be covering my specific interests – I can find that stuff
online’
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Scotland)


Generally speaking, audiences do not expect the BBC to have a ‘catalogue of content’
for every sub-audience possible, but there does appear to be some appetite for
greater diversity to be represented, particularly from positive perspectives.
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3. Global
Global news is seen as stronger than global current affairs


Overall, the BBC was seen to be leading among UK providers for its coverage of
international news – scoring an average of 7.5/107. This was mainly due to the
unrivalled network of journalists and outposts in both prominent and lesser known
areas abroad.

‘That’s one of the first things I think of for BBC news, that they’re best for global news’
(Male, 40-59, C2DE, Birmingham)


Most felt that stories on BBC News have clear visibility across TV, Radio and Online,
with expertise shared across all bulletins.



For many, BBC News acts as a trusted go-to source on the big stories, most notably
for the Philippines Typhoon at the time of research.



There are high expectations of the BBC through documentary and panel discussion
programmes.



Content that is known (e.g. one-off Panoramas, features at the end of Newsnight
and the Stacey Dooley documentaries) are received positively but, with the exception
of Stacey Dooley, they are not seen to match the breadth of topics covered by other
news providers, such as Channel 4.



On probing, content on BBC2 (e.g. This World) and Radio 4 (e.g. From Our Own
Correspondent) could help plug the gap but less was known about the content on
these stations.

Balancing different audience needs presents a challenge for the BBC


Among the ABC1, ‘heavy’ news consumers there was appetite for a wider
international agenda, greater depth and coverage of ‘lesser’ known places. Channel 4
News and The Guardian were felt to have a more far reaching news agenda and
more top of mind current affairs content tapping into this and were felt to have the
edge for investigative journalism that goes to lesser known areas, challenges
audiences and sparks debate.

7

Performance Q13/15/17: How well do you feel BBC News and current affairs performs against the following?
Base: 1020
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The C2DE, ‘light’ news consumers were generally satisfied by a ‘lighter touch’ on
global stories with ITV, Channel 5, Daily Mail and news aggregators (e.g. Yahoo,
Google News) seen to be better placed at providing key headlines as and when, but
focusing on a more UK-centric agenda.



This requires a balancing act within the news bulletins which have a broad audience,
something which the current offer is felt to get ‘about right’ while 60 Second News
and Newsbeat feel pitched ‘about right’ for a generally ‘lighter’ news audience.
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FOCUS ON PERCEPTIONS OF CONTENT AMONGST YOUNGER
AUDIENCES
A key part of this project was to carry out a detailed examination of how perceptions and
needs vary between different audiences, most notably among potentially ’harder to reach
groups’ such as younger audiences, lower socio-economic groups (C2DEs), ethnic minorities
and those in the regions of the UK.
This section looks at reactions among 18-32 year olds (largely concentrating on 18-24s)
exploring their perceptions of the different services, across platforms.
Headline findings
Engaging younger audiences in BBC News and current affairs emerged as a key challenge,
with many feeling that the service does not provide them with sufficient relevant and
engaging content.
For many, perceptions of news and current affairs from the BBC are of serious, formal,
official and didactic content across platforms, but in particular on TV and radio. In the main,
these characteristics did not always match what this audience was looking for. In fact, we
found that much of what they were looking for ran counter to their current perceptions of
content from the BBC. They talked about news and current affairs that is risky, quirky,
informal, controversial and conversational. This was not felt, by most, to be consistently
offered by the BBC.
Quantitative findings confirm that younger audiences are less engaged than other age
groups with BBC TV and BBC Radio News and current affairs. This can of course, in part, be
attributed to the fact that this audience in general is likely to consume less news and current
affairs than older groups.
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Fig. 5.1

However findings do provide reassurance that the BBC plays an important role in 18-24’s
consumption of news and current affairs which appears to be more Online rather than TV
and Radio.
The findings highlight the changing consumption patterns in the lives of younger audiences
in relation to news and current affairs, specifically a shift towards online spaces.
Furthermore, 18-24s are using a wider range of online news and current affairs providers
compared with older audiences (35+) such as Facebook and Twitter. Within this landscape,
18-24s are using BBC Online as a primary news and current affairs provider and there is
positivity from young audiences towards the service as a standard bearer and their source of
the ‘official’ news.

Reactions to BBC Online content by the 18-24 audience
18-24s consumption of news and current affairs is quite different to the
population as a whole


They are the only age group who consume more news and current affairs online
than any other platform on a regular basis, with 84%8 consuming Online compared
to 81% on TV and 46% on Radio. Additionally, they consume more news and current

8

Which of the following do you consume news/current affairs on at least weekly? Base: 1020
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affairs regularly on mobile, Facebook and Twitter than any other age group. (N.B. It
is worth remembering that the quantitative survey was conducted online)
Furthermore, their news and current affairs consumption from the BBC is
primarily online


Whilst 18-24s watch and listen to significantly less BBC News on TV and Radio on a
regular basis than average they are consuming more news from BBC Online and
there is certainly a feeling that the Online service is in some way performing well for
them.

Fig. 5.2

BBC Online also feels more relevant to 18-24s than other platforms


65%9 of 18-24s rated BBC Online favourably for providing news and current affairs
that is relevant to them vs. 63% for BBC TV and 58% for Radio.



While scores for relevance are lower across platforms for 18-24s versus the sample
average, the disparity between the sample average is significantly smaller for Online
vs. TV and radio – just a 5% difference for Online from the sample average as
opposed to differences of 16% and 15% for TV and Radio respectively.



It would appear that 18-24s are less of an ‘underserved audience’ within the Online
space.

9

How often do you consume news from the BBC?
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A wider range of online providers make up the news and current affairs world for
18-24 year olds


Compared with older audiences, younger audiences are drawing on a wider range of
online news and current affairs providers in their day-to-day consumption, with 38%
regularly using Facebook and 30% using Twitter.

However, it appears that BBC is still the primary provider for news and current
affairs among 18-24 year olds10


While it is certainly clear that this audience is exploring a greater number of online
news and current affairs providers, our findings support the idea that the BBC stands
out as a reliable and official source of news and current affairs amongst the more
discussion and opinion led content they can find elsewhere. 50% are regularly
consuming BBC Online and 42% regularly consuming BBC TV. Additionally as shown
in Fig. 5.3, BBC Online and TV are leading the way for being the first choice for news
and current affairs.

Fig. 5.3

The BBC’s approach to news and current affairs online seems to be having a
positive impact on young more ‘tech-savvy’11 audiences
10

Note: an exhaustive list of online news and current affairs providers was not explored quantitatively time
restraints
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For those most engaged with technology and online platforms, the BBC is felt to be
providing a high quality and innovative online service.



When asked about ways to make news & current affairs more engaging online, the
more tech-savvy audiences were more positive than less tech-savvy audiences.

Fig. 5.4

*Q2. How would you rate BBC Online in terms of the quality of their news content?
Q19. To what extent do you feel the BBC through its news and current affairs output is leading the way for the
following? Base: 101

Young ‘tech-savvy’ audiences are also more positive about the BBC’s News and
current affairs social media offer


Social media from the BBC appears to be working well for this audience, particularly
for breaking news. The BBC appears to be exceeding expectations in this space with
75% rating it favourably at breaking news stories (Fig. 5.5).



However, similar to our qualitative findings, the lower importance scores could
suggest a lower expectation from the BBC in this space. For many, there was a lower
expectation that the BBC would be seen as a provider of news and current affairs
that thrives in the social media space.

11

Note: The total 18-24 sample was 101. Of this 101, 23 made up our tech savvy audience and 78 people made
up our late majority. Analysis of this smaller sample size provides an indication of perceptions amongst this
audience; therefore this data should be treated with caution due to the small sample.
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Fig. 5.5

*Q19. To what extent do you feel the BBC through its news and current affairs output is leading the way for the
following? Base: 101

Content Exposure: Reactions to lesser known BBC TV and BBC Radio News and
current affairs content designed for 18-30s
While BBC Online emerged as a prominent news and current affairs provider for young
audiences, perceptions of the quality and relevance of BBC News and current affairs on BBC
TV and BBC Radio were comparably low.
The BBC is widely respected for its breadth of content, but some younger audiences say that
its style and approach is the same across the board and can be rigid, although there is a
sense that there is a licence for tonal variety with perhaps more content specifically
designed for them. Stages 1-3 of the research highlighted this potential gap between
perceptions of BBC output and the reality of what is actually on offer.
To explore this potential gap we tasked some of the 18-32 year olds that we spoke to with
consuming some less well known BBC TV and BBC Radio content that was aimed at their
age group.


Radio 1/ 1Xtra
-





Newsbeat

BBC Two
-

The Men Who Made Us Fat

-

Toughest Place To Be A Bus Driver

-

Australia With Simon Reeve

BBC Three
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-

India: A Dangerous Place To Be A Woman

-

Licences To Kill

-

Stacey Dooley Investigates

-

The Cleveland Captives

-

Free Speech

This stage of the research sought to understand the extent to which the challenge of
engaging younger audiences with BBC News and current affairs in TV and Radio is merely
one of awareness or whether the content itself is not hitting the mark.

BBC Three style documentaries:
BBC Three style documentaries proved to be a positive surprise and more popular
among the harder to reach audiences


For nearly all of those we spoke to at this stage, the BBC Three style documentaries
were seen to provide more pace, relevance and ‘edge’.



Most notably these were ‘India: A Dangerous Place To Be A Woman’, ‘Licence to Kill’,
‘Stacey Dooley Investigates’, ‘The Cleveland Captives’ and ‘Toughest Place To Be A
Bus Driver’ (despite being on BBC Two, the latter was seen to fit more closely with
the BBC Three style shows).

‘It, [India: A Dangerous Place To Be A Woman] really hit the mark… and had a human
touch.’
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, Belfast)

‘Yes I had seen Stacey Dooley before, I really like the show. She’s very down to earth and
always relates topics back to our lives in the UK’
(Female, 25-39, ABC1, Birmingham)


BBC Two shows, ‘The Men Who Made Us Fat’ and ‘Australia With Simon Reeve’, were
credited as high quality content but lacked pace, relevance and ‘edge’. Most felt that
these were shows targeted at anyone, rather than specifically meeting their needs.

‘The Australia programme was nice, easy going but something I’d want to watch with my
parents – rather than something I’d make an effort to see’
(Male, 18-24, ABC1, London)
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Additionally, BBC Three style documentaries were felt to offer more risky and
challenging content which was popular with this audience, versus the BBC Two
documentaries whose content was felt to be safer.

It was clear from consumer response that ‘Newsbeat’ and ‘Free Speech’ were seen as
slightly different to the documentary style programmes. Analysing them separately therefore
feels more appropriate.

Free Speech:
Generally speaking, Free Speech was seen as a missed opportunity


In contrast to the other BBC Three programmes tested in the research, ‘Free Speech’
did not seem to meet the needs of those we spoke to.



On the surface, most welcomed the format and concept of the programme. They
liked the fact that the issues and topics covered were relevant to young people, that
it encourages participation, that it includes a diverse range of guests and that it has
a younger audience and presenter.



However for most it failed in its execution. Many felt that it was politics ‘dumbed
down’.

‘It was like a dumbed down version of Question Time’
(Male, 25-39, C2DE, Glasgow)


Many felt that it took an overly jokey approach, specifically referencing the host as
adding humour but at the expense of challenging and interrogating the important
issues that arose.



Additionally, its use of social media felt ‘forced’ by many. It was felt to be a feature
in the show that felt placed there to relate to a younger audience rather than having
a value adding purpose or a role in the show.



Overall the programme felt too contrived for many and prevented it from being a
vehicle for a credible and meaningful platform to engage audiences.
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Radio 1 Newsbeat:
Feedback was positive among all but the ‘lightest’ consumers


Overall, the format is felt to be working well and, importantly for this audience, it
feels pitched at the right level.

‘It [Radio 1 Newsbeat] is definitely tailored to younger people. The news reader sounds
younger, the stories are more relevant and they have music on in the background’
(Male, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)


The tone of the broadcast was felt to be informal, light hearted with humour mixed
in.



Additionally, it was seen to cover the big stories plus issues especially relevant to
young people. Some spoke of ‘meaningful’ celebrity stories that felt more relevant to
them, without being overly ‘gossipy’ and ‘rumour’ based content.



The pace and dynamism of the bulletins were seen as more upbeat. Audiences spoke
of a noticeably quicker pace than other bulletins which was aided by music.



The length of the programme and individual stories felt ‘about right’ too.



Most felt that the presenters sounded younger and more in touch with younger
interests.



Additionally, many liked the real opinions that featured in the broadcasts. For
example, the inclusion of vox-pops, both every day and expert, adds credibility on
different levels.

However there is a question as to how much news listeners want


For most listeners of Radio 1, ‘Newsbeat’ feels well designed to deliver the day’s key
stories plus some additional, carefully curated and targeted features.



However, it is clear that there is a minority who will switch over during news or only
want showbiz or gossip news.

To be honest I’d switch over if a 15 minute news programme came on the radio
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, Newcastle)


From what we saw, the Newsbeat brand is not strong enough to act as a go-to point
for news online with strong established brands (e.g. Daily Mail, Guardian, Buzz Feed
and the wider BBC News site) providing a more natural destination in the online
sphere.
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‘Newsbeat just feels too ‘poppy’. I prefer to get my news from a real news brand’
(Male, 18-24, ABC1, London)
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FUTURE CHALLENGES
One of the key objectives of this research was to understand the changing technological
landscape and the impact this is having on audience perceptions and expectations of BBC
News and current affairs.
In the group discussions, we developed stimulus to explore perceptions and expectations of
the BBC to be at the forefront of technology. We asked their views on the following
statements:

I think BBC News and current affairs is at the cutting edge of technology, allowing me to:


Access news and current affairs on whatever device I want and when I want it



Discover content - from news stories to debates and analysis - that is presented in
innovative and engaging ways eg. through the use of video, social media, graphics and
new forms of visualisation

In the quantitative stage, audiences were asked to rate BBC News and current affairs
against key themes12, similar to the purposes statements, in terms of how well BBC News
and current affairs performs against them and how important they perceive them to be.

Headline findings
Audiences have high expectations of the BBC utilising technology and a clear consensus on
the importance of investing in technology emerged.
Although technology is not always relevant to older and less tech-savvy audiences, there
was a general appreciation of its role in the future of the service overall in maintaining
relevance and staving off competition.

‘They need to be online and innovating so that young people continue to use them’
(Male, 60+, C2DE, Bridgend)

‘I expect BBC to be leading the way – they certainly seemed to be one of the first with
iPlayer, otherwise we’ll go elsewhere’
(Female, 25-39, ABC1, Birmingham)
12

Full list of Future Facing key themes tested in the quantitative stage listed in the appendix
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When looking at the quantitative findings of the future facing themes (Fig. 6), BBC News
and current affairs’ performance was consistently higher than importance. Whilst this could
indicate that BBC News and current affairs are exceeding expectations in this area, more in
depth exploration in the qualitative stage uncovered that respondents do recognise the
importance of the BBC remaining relevant to all. This includes innovating digitally, even if
some audiences, particularly older, felt that they were unlikely to benefit from innovations in
technology themselves.
Fig. 6

Three key trends emerged as especially significant to BBC News and current affairs
throughout the research:
1. Using technology to make news and current affairs engaging
2. Using technology to bring news to audiences whenever and wherever
3. Enriching the news experience with opinion and speed
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1. Using technology to make news and current affairs engaging
There is strong competition in terms of news visualisation
The BBC is recognised for using strong infographics for natural disasters (eg. Philippines)
and national elections – 53%13 scored BBC favourably in this area. However The New York
Times and the Guardian were cited as best in class for ‘Newsgraphics’ across a range of
topics.

I remember seeing one from New York Times… it was one long web page that had different
full bleed images and text on – it looked really unique
(25-39, Male, C2DE, Belfast)


Sense of immediacy – Sky in particular was credited for using news tickers and live
feeds to drive a sense of ‘live’. Additionally, Channel 4 is appreciated for having live
feed of Tweets during news and documentary shows.

The way Sky uses tickers and emphasises breaking news makes it feel more up to date and
live than other providers
(25-39, Male, ABC1, Birmingham)


Increasing integration of video – There was an appreciation of video on BBC Online
but Sky was felt to be leading the way for this.



It is worth noting, that while there are good examples from the BBC in these areas,
it is not seen by most as an innovator. For some, there was a feeling that the BBC
could work harder to push the boundaries of news visualisation.

2. Using technology to bring news to audiences whenever and wherever
Mobile technology appears to have created a new breed of consumer behaviour
and appetite


This new behaviour highlights the constant urge for the new; whether this is social
media updates, nuggets of news information, conversational currency, TV or radio
content.

13

Q19 To what extent do you feel the BBC through its News and current affairs is leading the way for the
following? Using graphics, video and other forms of visualisation to make News and current affairs online as
engaging as possible
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It appears that this has created heightened expectations in terms of content needs
and there is an increasing expectation that news is up to date, easily accessible and
easy to use.

BBC mobile delivers on access, but not necessarily engagement


It was generally seen as up to date but not always the quickest news provider for
breaking news.



Additionally, it was seen as easily accessible for consumption on the go through
mobile, tablet and the app.



The mobile site optimisation and design makes it generally seem easy to use and to
navigate but it is seen by some as quite restrictive and encourages little exploration.



Other news services appear to have the edge in terms of meeting these needs, with
many consumers talking about alternative providers for breaking news,
entertainment /gossip, exploration and multimedia news and current affairs needs.

There is a need to make TV and radio news and current affairs more accessible
online


Particularly for younger audiences, iPlayer is much loved but it does not appear to be
doing enough to promote news and current affairs content.



On viewing the wealth of BBC current affairs content, audiences felt that more could
be done with the archive to enable them to access it on their own terms and for
longer (much like 4oD).

3. Enriching the news experience with opinion and speed
Research also highlighted that news and current affairs increasingly sits within
the social media landscape, and this is characterised by opinion and spontaneity


For its users, social media and other online news providers have added a new
dimension to consuming news and current affairs. It is felt to be evolving news from
purely top-down to democratic, from one voice to multiple voices, from straight news
to one characterised by opinion and controversy and from more timely to more
spontaneous news output.



This presents a clear challenge for the BBC, balancing its responsibility to handle
controversy with care and verify facts with the need to feel exciting and relevant.
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‘I find a lot of news on Twitter. It’s where you find out things first, it’s not the most reliable
but rumours and gossip are part of the fun anyway’
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, Belfast)

For users, there is appetite for the BBC to make more of social media


The BBC is not currently well known for its use of social media, especially Twitter.
(34% scored the BBC as favourable in their use of social media to spark discussion
and debate around news and current affairs stories.)



Furthermore, content which does exist is not felt to capitalise on the strengths of the
media to provide easily digestible content, opinions, and spark discussions

‘You don’t really associate the BBC with Twitter’
(Male, 18-24, ABC1, London)

‘I follow lots of journalists… but haven’t really thought of finding any BBC journalists’
(Female, 25-39, C2DE, Belfast)

‘It would be great to hear from young BBC reporters and presenters’
(Female, 18-24, ABC1, London)

‘I think they could do more to have tweets that sound exciting – rather than just tell the
story. That’s what the click-throughs are for’
(Male, 18-24, C2DE, Newcastle)
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APPENDIX
Contents


Part 1: Methodology and sample in detail
o

Includes the structure of the discussion guide used in the focus groups as
well as the structure of the quantitative questionnaire



Part 2: Additional tables / data

PART 1: Methodology and Sample Overview in detail
Overview of the research methodology

Stage 1 – Scoping Workshop

Stage Objectives: To fine tune the project objectives, content to evaluate and sharing
current knowledge
A two hour workshop was held between Sparkler and BBC Trust stakeholders on 22nd
October 2013. From this the following elements of the research were agreed:


The final methodological approach and timings
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The exact sample mix, including definitions of audience sub-groups for the
qualitative phase and relative weightings



A provisional list of themes to be tested within ‘Quality and Distinctiveness’



The remit of channels / services / programmes / social media activities to be
explicitly included in the research, and within the booklet of BBC News and current
affairs output to be shared with respondents



How to articulate the BBC’s public service commitments within news and current
affairs

Defining the service / channel areas for the research
Considering these points in more detail, BBC News & current affairs cuts across a wide remit
of BBC channels and services. For the purposes of the research it was agreed that the
structure of the research should focus on the following:
1. BBC TV
a) BBC One
b) BBC Two
c) BBC Three
d) BBC News Channel
2. BBC Radio
a) Radio 1 (and Radio 1 Newsbeat)
b) Radio 2
c) Radio 4
d) Radio 5 Live
3. BBC Online
a) BBC News Online (bbc.co.uk/news)
b) The BBC News App
c) BBC / BBC talent news and current affairs output within social media such as
Twitter and Facebook (recognising that it is not a channel / service per se)
Refining the public purposes into consumer facing language
Off the back of the workshop, we also translated the three public purposes relevant to news
and current affairs into more consumer facing language we could explore in the research.
The purposes we explored in more detail were:
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1. Citizenship: Provides high-quality news, which is comprehensive, constantly
updated, accurate, impartial and independent. Keeps you informed and supports
debate about important issues and political developments in an engaging way
2. Nations, regions and communities: Reflects the communities that exist in the
UK, whether they be based on geography, on faith, on language, or on a shared
interest such as sport. Stimulates debate within and between the communities of
the UK and encourages people to get involved with their local communities
3. Global: Provides internationally-respected news services to audiences around
the world and keeps you in touch with what is going on in the world, giving you
an insight into the way people live in other countries

Stage 2 – Voices from the Crowd

Stage Objectives: To gather initial perceptions of the BBC News and current affairs and
setting a base for subsequent stages
Sample
An online open-ended questionnaire was completed by a target sample of 100 respondents
(total 132 completes), split as follows:


Mix of heavy, medium and light consumers of news and current affairs (across a mix of
TV, radio and online platforms)



Mix of heavy, medium and light BBC News and current affairs consumers (across a mix
of TV, radio and online platforms)



Gender split: 55 male & 77 females



Age split: 54 x 16-24 years, 23 x 25-34 years, 16 x 35-44 years, 29 x 45-54 years and 10
x 55+ years



Geographical split: 22 London, 25 x South UK (ex-London), 21 Midlands of UK, 32 North
UK, 10 East UK, 6 Scotland, 4 Wales and 2 Northern Ireland based respondents

Questionnaire structure
Focused on the following themes within a 10 question survey:


Role of different platforms



Consumption of BBC News and current affairs



Topline perceptions of BBC News and current affairs, strengths and weaknesses
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Comparison to competitor brands



Performance with respect to each of the 3 BBC purposes relevant to news and current
affairs

Creating a structured checklist to explore quality and distinctiveness
Combining the expertise of pre-existing BBC research and the themes raised in “The Voices
from the Crowd” survey, we developed an initial checklist of attributes to use as a structure
for discussions in the qualitative phase as follows:


Telling the news in a tone that feels right for me



Covering a broad range of topics



Providing expert reporters



Having high production values



Leading for investigative journalism



Using technology to enable audiences to engage with news and current affairs when
they want, and where they want



Using technology to make news and current affairs stories as engaging as possible (eg.
through the use of graphics, visualisation, video, social media etc.)



Being first for breaking news (news only)



Covering stories in the right level of depth (current affairs only)

In addition to this the following criteria were identified as key areas to probe in subsequent
phases of the research, and were added to the final ‘checklist’ tested in quantitative phase
of research:


Asking tough and challenging questions



Having engaging reporters



Covering stories and issues that other channels would not



Offering a fresh perspective on news (news only)



Covering stories and issues that other channels/news providers would not (current
affairs only)



Covering the most important issues of the day (current affairs only)



Covering lesser known stories (current affairs only)
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Stage 3 – Getting under the skin

Stage objective: To explore face-to-face and in depth relationships with and reactions to
BBC News and current affairs
Sample
12 x 2 hour x 6 person groups held as follows:
Session

Age

SEG

number / date

News and current

Primary platforms

affairs

for engaging with

engagement

news and current

Location

affairs

(1) 12th

25-39

ABC1

Medium

4 x Online , 2 x TV

Midlands –

November

Birmingham

2013

urban**

(2) 12th

40-59

C2DE

Medium

November

4 x TV, 2 x either

Midlands –

Radio or Online

Birmingham

2013
(3) 12th

urban **

40-59

C2DE

Light

4 x TV, 2 x Online

Wales – rural /

November

suburban eg.

2013

Bridgend

(4) 12th

60+

C2DE

Heavy

4 x TV, 2 x Radio

Wales – rural /

November

suburban eg.

2013

Bridgend

(5) 13th

60+

ABC1

Medium

4 x TV, 2 x Radio

November

London – urban
(Viewed)

2013
(6) 13th

18-24

ABC1

Heavy *

November

4 x Online** 2 x either

London – urban

Radio or TV

(Viewed) **

4 x TV 2 x Radio

North East –

2013
(7) 14th

18-24

C2DE

Medium *

November

rural / suburban

2013

eg. Newcastle
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(8) 14th

40-59

ABC1

Heavy

November

4 x TV, 2 x either

North East –

Radio or Online

rural / suburban

2013

eg. Newcastle

(9) 19th

18-24

ABC1

Light

4 x TV, 2 x Online

November

N. I. - suburban
Belfast

2013
(10) 19th

25-39

C2DE

Heavy *

4 x TV, 2 x Online

November

N. I. - suburban
Belfast

2013
(11) 20th

25-39

C2DE

Light

4 x Radio, 2 x Online

Scotland –

November

suburban

2013

Glasgow **

(12) 20th

40-59

ABC1

Light *

4 x TV, 2 x Radio

Scotland –

November

suburban

2013

Glasgow **

* ‘Advanced Mainstream’ sessions: recruited to include respondents who engage with news via
min. 2 of the following: twitter, news aggregators, multiple news apps, posting comments. Plus all to
agree with the statements ‘My friends come to me for advice about technology’ and ‘I am usually first

to hear breaking news’

** ‘BAME’ sessions: recruited to include at least 2 x non-white (Black, African and minority
ethnicity) respondents
Discussion guide
The sessions were structured as follows:


Introductions (5 mins): Introducing the session, warm up and putting respondent
at ease



News and current affairs at a General Level (15 mins): Understanding general
consumption needs and behaviours of news and current affairs across platforms



BBC News and current affairs focus within respondents’ repertoire (50
mins): Gaining detailed feedback on BBC News and current affairs that respondents
engage with on their primary platforms; evaluating the BBC News and current affairs
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within respondents repertoires against the quality and distinctiveness checklist and in
the context of new technologies


Exploring the purposes (20 mins): Evaluating the performance of the BBC News
and current affairs output against the relevant public purposes – Citizenship; Global;
and Nations, regions and communities



BBC News and current affairs not within repertoire (15 mins): Assessing

consumers views of the full breadth BBC News and current affairs, including content
they are not consuming, by showing respondents a full booklet of news and current
affairs content available on the BBC across all platforms


To evaluate the performance of the BBC News and current affairs output against the
relevant public purposes – Citizenship, Global and Nations, regions and communities



Improvements to the genre (15 mins): Identifying the areas where weaknesses

lie in the BBCs offer and to allow for suggestions on how it could be improved

Stage 4 – Service Exposure Assessment

Stage objective: To gauge perceptions of BBC News and current affairs when exposed to
content outside repertoires
Sample
12 x 30 minute telephone depths with younger respondents identified at Stage 3 as being
underserved / unaware of relevant content from BBC News and current affairs. All held w/c
25th November and 2nd December 2013:
Session No. Age

Gender

Location

NEWS AND

Preferred

CURRENT AFFAIRS Provider
Engagement
1

23

Male

London

Heavy

Guardian

2

21

Female

London

Heavy

ITV/ Daily Mail
online/ Twitter

3

21

Male

London

Heavy

BBC

4

23

Female

Newcastle

Medium

BBC

5

23

Male

Newcastle

Medium

Other commercial
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radio
6

26

Female

Birmingham

Medium

Sky

7

21

Male

Belfast

Light

BBC

8

24

Female

Belfast

Light

BBC/ Daily Mail

9

24

Male

Belfast

Light

Daily Mail

10

25

Female

Belfast

Heavy

BBC

11

25

Male

Glasgow

Light

ITV

12

34

Female

Glasgow

Light

BBC

Focus
All pre-tasked to watch / listen to 2 of the following programmes (exact mix rotated across
the sessions):


Radio 1/ 1 Xtra - Newsbeat on the hour



BBC Two - The Men Who Made Us Fat



BBC Two – Australia with Simon Reeve



BBC Two - Toughest place to be a bus driver



BBC Three - Free Speech



BBC Three - Stacey Dooley Investigates: The Truth about sex, stags and Prague



BBC Three – The Cleveland Captives



BBC Three - India: A dangerous place to be



BBC Three – Licence to Kill

Discussion guide structure
Discussions were structured to cover the following areas:


Introductions (5 mins): Explaining the interview and putting respondents at ease



Top level thoughts on content consumed (5-10 mins): understanding topline
reactions / thoughts around additional content consumed as part of the post-task



Reviewing programming against the checklist / purposes (if time) (10
mins): reviewing the programmes in the context of the relevant components of the
checklist and BBC purposes
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Exploring impact on wider brand perceptions and final thoughts (5 mins):
gauging the extent to which the content consumed has changed respondents
perceptions of the BBC at all and, if so, in what ways, and identifying areas for
development

Stage 5 – Service Exposure Assessment

Stage objective: To quantitatively measure the performance of and audience priorities for
BBC News and current affairs in the context of key attributes and the BBC purposes overall
Sample
1000 nationally representative sample of users of news and current affairs in terms of:
-

Demographics: age 18-65+, even split male and female, mix socio-economic groups
ABC1C2DE, ethnicity

-

Representation of all UK regions, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland

-

Mix of consumers of news and current affairs on TV, radio and online

-

Mix of heavy, medium and light users of news and current affairs on each of these
platforms

-

Mix of BBC vs. competitor preferers for news and current affairs
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Questionnaire structure
-

Section 1: Overall BBC Perceptions
o

Focus on BBC news vs. competitors – consumption, preference, relevance,
engagement by channel, performance against the checklist of key attributes
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o

Focus on BBC Current Affairs vs. competitors – consumption, preference,
relevance, engagement by channel, performance against the checklist of key
attributes

-

Section 2: Exploring the Purposes and Future Facing themes
o

Deep dive into performance and importance of BBC News and current affairs
with respect to:


Citizenship



Nations, regions & communities



Global



Use of technology



Social media



Focus on Westminster vs. ‘everyday’ issues
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PART 2: Additional data from the quantitative study
Additional quality & distinctiveness attributes
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Purposes statements and scores:
Citizenship:

Nations, regions and communities:

Global:
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Future facing key themes tested in the quantitative:

Channels that appear to have a stronger role in driving quality
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Additional quantitative findings
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CONTACT DETAILS
Sparkler
58-60 Berners Street
London
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020 707 99 555
Magnus@sparkler.co.uk
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